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Edward Mirasty
2019-2020 has seen the close of the PAGC Second-Level
services, consequently seeing the lay-oﬀ of over twentyeight staﬀ. Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) has created
changes to the federal funding allowing all First Nations
communities to access their own discretionary dollars.
This would see the end of all proposal-driven funding
(i.e.- New Paths, First Nations School Success Plans,
and Special Education funding) that PAGC communities
used to access as a collective, will now have the 36 million
rolled into local funding agreements called Side by sides.
Although it was a sad time for many of the staﬀ as they closed
shop, what became a ‘brain drain’ for the organization,
became a ‘brain gain’ for the communities as many of
the staﬀ were hired back at the school. In retrospect,
the ISC initiative called Education Transformation has
allowed communities to really contextualize their own
local control of Indian education perspective. Now each
Director/Coordinaotr has the opportunity to formulate an
education plan that meets the community’s educational
needs including languages, culture and academics.
Despite the dismantling of the PAGC Education oﬃce,
the department has an opportunity to re-conﬁgure itself
to meet the educational needs of its community. For
instance, a recent Educational Partnership Plan (EPP)
proposal has been approved to bring Third Level Services
to the communities. With the PAGC Education Portal along
with the recent hiring of a Third Level Specialist, PAGC
Education has the opportunity to create Treaty Education/
Land-Based Resources for our schools.
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In the fall of 2002, I was seconded on a part time basis by
PAGC Education to help deliver workshops in our schools.
And now, almost 18 years later, I want to aﬃrm that it has
been my distinct honour and privilege to have walked this
journey with our schools, staﬀs and students.
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I was once told that if we all put in a little more than we take
out of the world, it will be a better place for those to come.
I believe our schools have evolved rapidly in the past 18
years and have such an increased capacity to provide
excellent services.
PAGC Leadership and staﬀ have helped make this a
wonderful and supportive workplace for almost 20 years
and I begin a new journey as more experienced educator
and a diﬀerent person because of the rich experiences I
have enjoyed here.
I am conﬁdent that our communities and schools will
continue to thrive under the new model and our students
will beneﬁt. I want to thank all of those who have helped
me along the way and I look forward to developing new
working relationships.
Tyrone MacPherson
Well over thirty years ago PAGC member First Nations
chiefs came together to develop an education department.
The purpose of PAGC Education would be to advocate for
the treaty right of education with the federal government
and ensure each First Nation education program would
have the support and resources to fulﬁll the goal of “Indian
control of Indian education”.
Fundamental to the new department philosophy was, all
First Nations working together would provide the “uniﬁed
voice” to build eﬀective education programs in both large
and small membership communities. Furthermore, it
was established that all this would take place while each
respective First Nation retained their full autonomy within
the treaty. The foresight of those chiefs (some no longer
with us) helped establish an education department which
was a role model for all other First Nations organizations
throughout Canada.
From its humble beginnings the department grew initially
providing such services as education/treaty advocacy,
teacher services and special education assessment. Then
expanding to provide a full spectrum of supports (including
2nd level services) for all PAGC member First Nations local
education programs. Key to the delivery model was that

local teachers and school administrators would receive
the collegial support primarily “in the community” and “in
classrooms/schools”. Throughout the years, adhering
to the chiefs initial ideals, PAGC Education and its First
Nations member education programs grew and were
continually reﬁned to meet required educational “needs”.
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Vince Brittain

Spring of 2020 the PAGC Education department
would come full circle, with a single Education Director
representing PAGC and member First Nations education
programs fundamentally “stand alone” education systems
within the respective community. Local Education Directors
now guide education programs to meet the “needs” of
their respective First Nation under the guidance of Chief/
Council and its membership. The vision of “Indian control
of Indian education” has been realized as local education
programs advocate for treaty right all the while preparing
youth to fulﬁl their dreams and future.
Keith Frame

Our Literacy programs have grown into Indigenized
Data walls as schools fostered new initiatives the Grand
council put forth. As we continue to move forward we
will incorporate PLC’s and have meaningful discussions
around our students in our schools. The Danielson
Framework will be a foundation as we continue to grow
schools into Educational Hubs of Excellence. With that I
have evaluated teachers using the Danielson Framework
and will continue to help our community teachers
grow professionally. Teacher Services will evolve into
meaningful discussions around critical attributes. It won’t

DANIELSON FRAMEWORK
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be a “gotcha model” As we continue in some shape or form
we always strive for “What is good Teaching?”. Always
keeping in mind as we grow our grassroots teachers into
Distinguished individuals.

■ Supporting coordination with other community

S

■ Establishing and developing protocols with other

S
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programs such as Early Childhood Development,
Head Start, and Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder
programs;

community agencies such as Child and Family
Services, Health Services.

Diane Knight
Eﬀective April 1, 2019, the RMO (Regional Management
Organization) was discontinued and now functions as the
Student Support Services for the member schools of PAGC.
This move was a result of Education Transformation,
which redirected funding directly to the First Nations.
PAGC no longer manages the special education dollars
that were previously ﬂowed through to schools. Eﬀective
March 31, 2020, Student Support Service activities will be
coordinated entirely by First Nation Education Authorities,
a further step in Education Transformation.
Service provision, to date, include a variety of professional
support services to the schools - Educational Psychologists,
Speech and Language services, Occupational Therapist
services, Mental Health therapists, Physiotherapist
services, an Audiologist, behavioral interventionists,
vision consultants, hearing consultants and classroom
consultants. Student Support Services also serves as the
primary source of professional development opportunities
for schools.
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Rosalie Tsannie Burseth
Throughout my teaching and administrative career, I
facilitated numerous workshops and keynotes to advocate
for my Denesuline language and culture. During my term
at PAGC Language Department we have consulted with
elders, and combined expertise in our languages (Cree,
Dene, Dakota) to provide quality language and culture
programming for our students. We worked closely with
language teachers, who share the same passion for
language and culture. As I reﬂect upon my work with PAGC
Education, I marvel at how collaboration and teamwork
can develop vital language endeavors.

WHAT DOES THE LANGUAGE MEAN FOR YOU,
AND DID YOU KNOW YOUR LANGUAGE HAS
LEGAL RIGHTS?

Service to students include:

■ Language Rights – fundamental basic human right.

■ Supporting schools with the design and implementation

■ Commitment to funding

of Special Education Programs and services;

■ Professional development and other instructional
support including information and materials for
teachers, paraprofessionals and parents;

■ Special Education Focus Groups;
■ Conducting research to adapt or develop approaches
to special education that are culturally appropriate to
First Nations;

■ Hiring or contracting for professional and consultative
services such as educational psychologists, speech
and language therapists and itinerant classroom
support staﬀ;

■ Recommending and developing relevant teaching
materials, programs and equipment;
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■ Engagement and consultation
■ Access to the Oﬃce of the Commissioner for
Indigenous Languages, (pending)

■ Learn how to use the federal Indigenous language
legislation (Bill C-91) to support your eﬀorts to
reclaim, preserve and strengthen First Nations
languages.
Over generations, assimilative policies (Residential
Schools, Sixties Scoop, etc.) practices have had a
signiﬁcant impact on our languages. Consequently, this
loss and disruption of intergenerational trauma had direct
impact on the transmission of our First Nations languages
and cultures. First Nations languages are integral to our
sense of self and a key aspect of self-determination.
There is grave urgency to develop ﬂuency in First Nations
languages, and it will take a community to revitalize,
strengthen, and maintain our inherent language.

Our PAGC Language and Culture team have always been
committed to quality programming; we strive to work with
our language teachers, they have worked in the following
areas:

■ Majority of our PAGC communities believe our

■ Language and Culture focus group meetings.

■ Language and Culture teachers need further training

■ Teaching languages with technology
■ Teaching pedagogy – how to teach languages.
■ Assisted in developing year plans, unit, theme, daily
lesson plans.

■ Development of culture scope and language scope
and sequence for PAGC languages (Cree [Th, Y, N)],
Dene [K, T], and Dakota)

■ Language scope and sequence for Cree, Dene, and
Dakota.

◊ Collection of words with Elders.
◊ Categorization of words, grade level input for
teaching categorically.

◊ Collection of photos for each word.
◊ Male and female audio recordings.

CHALLENGES
language is very important.

to accomplish their year, unit and lesson planning.

■ Language and Culture teachers need further
training in curriculum development and actualization
(application).

■ Language and Culture teacher training in
methodology and pedagogy.

■ Language and Culture teacher training in language
acquisition.

■ Language and Culture teacher training in
assessment.

■ High rate of language and culture teacher turnover;
retraining and retention.

■ Language must be normalized, not demoralized as
inﬂicted by government policies.

◊ Development of APPS.

STRENGTHS

◊ Portal uploads.

■ We are still speaking our languages at various levels.

■ Language surveys for teachers, and students.

■ We live our culture; we gather, hunt, ﬁsh…

■ Land-based education seasonal culture scope and

■ Elders are willing to help us.

sequence.

■ Participation in cultural and language events upon
invitation.

■ Locally developed high school curriculum
development. Mihkoskowakak Nehiyawak (Red Earth
Cree) 10L, 20L, 30L and Dene 10, 20, 30 revision.

■ Translation requests for Fine Arts judges, PAGC
Annual Assembly translation for elders, and
Translation/transcription services.

■ Distributed templates to assess and evaluate
speaking, reading and writing in the language
programs.

■ We share passion for our indigenization.
■ We know our history.

RECOMMENDATIONS
■ Honor your language; normalize it.
■ Invite elders to maintain, strengthen, and revitalize
your language.

■ Make language important in the provincial curriculum.
■ Make your language visible in your community.

■ Maintained regular school visits.
■ Continued support services to language teachers
with curriculum actualization, planning, resources,
assessment and teaching strategies…
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■ Early Years Evaluation (EYE): Coordinator for EYE
provides set-up, training & materials, ongoing support,
reports. We also assist schools in interpreting the
EYE data.

Jenny Hulak
Early literacy is key in preparing children to succeed in
school. Research shows there is a correlation between
a strong early literacy component and later academic
achievement. The more limited a child’s experiences with
language and literacy, the more likely he or she will have
diﬃculty learning to read. PAGC Early Literacy supports
Pre-K to Gr.3 teachers in providing children with these
necessary experiences.

■ Reading Record Benchmark Assessment: training &
materials, ongoing support, school reports, assistance
in using the data for instructional planning.

■ In-school training/mentoring:
◊ Assisting reading catalysts with planning
◊ Introducing play-based learning centers

This 2019-2020 school year, Early Literacy Specialists
have provided training, support, and resources in the
following:

◊ Daily 5

■ Focus Groups – a variety of topics were presented

◊ Balanced literacy programming

◊ Guided reading instruction
◊ Phonological awareness screening

including reading and writing strategies/activities,
phonological awareness, oral language development,
balanced literacy programming, & play-based learning;

◊ Meeting one-on-one with teachers to support
their individual requests

◊ Classroom environment

◊ September, 2019 – Phonological Awareness
Training

◊ January, 2020 - Experiential & Play-Based
Learning, Family Literacy Certiﬁcation
(Saskatchewan Literacy Network)

■ Assessment – data is used for early intervention &
instructional planning to meet each student’s individual
learning needs.
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Robert Magee
This past year has been a challenging one. With
educational transformation the program has had many
challenges. Certain schools did not buy into the program.
The upcoming year is unclear about the PAGC School
Championships. Who will look after it? Where will the
funding come from? Many tough decisions need to be
made? This past year we were able to host 16 School
Championships, before the Covid-19 virus shut everything
down. I conducted workshops on Physical Literacy in La
Ronge, Prince Albert, & Deschambault Lake. It was a
pleasure working with you!
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Stepan Tulchynskyy
Our goal at PAGC Numeracy Program is to promote math
education at all levels. It was developed as a complete
educational platform and designed to support teachers
who have a number of students with diverse abilities and
needs. Here are some of the services provided by the
program:
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■ Conducted a curriculum-based assessment. (BCM)
■ Initiated Elementary and middle years courses
implementation (Jump Math, Math Makes Sense,
Math Focus, Math with Outcomes, and others).

■ Implemented and provided support for the number
of remediation and expansion programs (Edmentum,
Plato, Prodigy, Splash Math, and many more).

■ Provided specialized assessment (Key Math).
■ Provided a number of opportunities for Teachers’
Professional Development.

■ Supported High School Math and Science Teachers
As a part of the Education Transformation, all second-level
services will be coordinated by First Nation Education
Authorities. Our team has prepared a number of Numeracy
Specialists to carry on our mission to get rid of the
‘educational gap’ and get our students to the province’s
level and beyond.
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Darrell McCallum
We had a great start at the beginning of the school year by
preparing for the PAGC Education Conference. During the
conference I provided an overview of the Treaty Curriculum
for the staﬀ that attended. The reception was awesome
had great comments from the evaluation reports. During
the months of November and December made community

visits to the schools to review the units and topic themes
from the Treaty Curriculum.
It is unfortunate that there is still a number of schools
within the PAGC that does not initiate or assess if Treaty
Curriculum is being taught in our schools. This curriculum
is a great provider of Identity and history from the First
Nations perspective it is unfortunate we do not take this
curriculum to heart. It has been a long hard climb for First
Nations to ﬁght for curriculum and then we do get it we
do not use it. I still believe that this should be an initiative
for any First Nations school to teach from Kindergarten to
Grade 12.
After the Christmas break we have been notiﬁed our
future was very uncertain at PAGC Education. A lot of the
First Nations within PAGC deciding to create their own
education authorities. A majority of the bands creating
authorities began severing the ties within the organization
so we had very few calls from the communities. Further
we did not receive any calls from PBCN or LLRIB regarding
their Treaty Education initiative so unaware of the schools
with these respective First Nations.
In closing during these uncertain times, I have had a
great experience at PAGC Education learned a lot from
all the professionals and leadership that I have had the
opportunity to work with. It is my hope that our children
can take pride in learning about themselves it is my hope
that our schools can ensure they teach this much needed
curriculum. This curriculum alone has personally taught
me a lot about my own people and has done nothing but
instill pride in my people.
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